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Rethinking the Basic Model of Customer Software Development

Introduction
The traditional model of customer software
development involved building the necessary
custom enhancement on top of a strong foundation of standard software along with a constant stream of projects and service delivery.
To ease potential maintenance and upgrades,
software vendors encouraged customers
to stick as close as possible to the standard
software. New technologies and a shift in
development skills, deployment, and operation
of such solutions have led to a rethinking of
this basic model.

Where there had been a strong push toward standard appli
cations, the emerging trend is to complement a solid, well-
established application core with new functions. It is characterized by a rapid deployment cycle and a greater emphasis
on the user’s experience. Where rapid prototyping was the
exception, it has now become a best practice.
Intended to address the management of a customer’s development organization, this paper first provides an overview of the
structure and role of a development organization in a typical
company. It sketches the key trends and challenges of the
traditional model of complementing standard applications
to meet special requirements. The following sections present
the various facets of today’s typical application, starting with
a user-experience assessment that leads to a discussion of
mobile and in-memory platform functionality. Complementary
topics, such as change management and application instrumentation, round out the paper. Finally, relevant services
and best practices based on the SAP® Solution Manager
application management solution are summarized.

In addition to providing back-end infrastructure and streamlining company-wide business processes, IT is becoming
more engaged in enabling lines of business to deliver on their
strategic business goals.
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Identifying Disruptive Technology Trends That Are Driving Application Breakouts

Software Development Organization
Taking the Business View
On the business side, business process champions have the
lead role with the business units, also called the lines of business (LoBs). They define how business processes are to be
executed. The program management office (PMO) communicates these requirements to the IT organization, decides on
the financing of development and operations, and ensures
that the requirements are implemented.

This section provides a high-level introduction to software
development by a customer. Starting with the place and
role of the development organization within the company,
it identifies the key trends and challenges.
The Development Organization in Greater
Perspective
The following section provides a short overview of the typical
functions found in a company’s development organization.
Although individual companies do not look exactly like this
from an organizational perspective, the functions can be found
in all companies. Figure 1 provides a high-level perspective of
these areas. Each key area has a set of objectives, serves stakeholders, and is grouped into several roles. Each function runs
activities in accordance with corporate strategy, corporate
policies, and organizational goals.
The development organization can be divided into two key
areas: business and IT. People productivity has become a third
pillar in corporate IT over the last decade since enterprise
resource planning (ERP), office tools, and social media began
to converge into one fabric of networked tools.

In addition to providing back-end infrastructure and streamlining
company-wide business processes, IT is becoming more engaged
in enabling LoBs to deliver on their strategic business goals. Focus
is shifting from automating the business to provisioning the
LoBs with consumer-grade solutions to empower their business
users to deliver on business goals. While business users often
depend on data residing in SAP software systems, they are not
willing to learn a standard SAP user interface (UI) designed and
optimized for professional transactional usage. With the “consumerization” of IT, a deeper understanding of work practices is
required and greater investment in a high-quality user experience
must be made to drive user adoption. User-centric requirements,
participatory design, and consumer-grade application design
have suddenly become hot topics for supporting the business.

Figure 1: Typical Functions of a Development Organization
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Adding the People View
With the increased focus on knowledge-based work and people
productivity, the topic of usability has become strategic. Today’s
business application is delivering not only functional completeness from a business perspective but also direct value to the
user as an individual. Only then are applications perceived as
relevant and “cool.” Use and acceptance will spread by word of
mouth by employees instead of being enforced by IT deployment.

SAP MaxAttention™ services integrate members of a worldclass support organization, SAP Active Global Support (SAP
AGS), into the Customer Center of Expertise (Customer COE)
organization. A support team from SAP integrates into a customer’s operation units to deliver engineering services. Thirdparty partners and system integrators can be included in
the engagement. SAP Solution Manager is the software on
which this integrated engagement is based.

Today the question is no longer how usable a user interface
is. It is how to embed applications in a casual-use context and
make users successful in their respective business activities
while keeping investments in learning how to use the application to a minimum. With the new consumption infrastructure,
there are many options to build such productivity apps. For
creating alternative experiences, you can break out and build
solutions on alternative UI technologies or new channels like
mobile, including SAP NetWeaver® Gateway technology, the
SAP HANA® platform, and SAP Mobile Platform.

As part of SAP MaxAttention services, SAP delivers programs
that proactively integrate SAP experts into a customer’s operation units. The programs span a customer’s IT organization –
the business units, PMO, the customer development units, the
business process operations unit, and the infrastructure units.
Despite, its depth of coverage, the embedded SAP support
team is lean. It spearheads such endeavors as driving resolution of customer issues and aligning programs to achieve
the desired innovation and operations efficiency.

Applying the IT View
On the technical side, the IT organization must ensure that
services provided by the solution are available for the business
units. The application management team is in direct contact
with the business units, providing support for the user
community.
Other teams within IT operations provide support. The business process operations group covers monitoring, support,
and integration of business applications and automation of
jobs. The development organization group adjusts the solution
to meet customer-specific requirements with special internal
development. The customer’s development organization is
responsible for implementing new technology and functionality.
They work closely with the PMO during the project phases, and
may be responsible for implementing changes to code lines
during the time the solution is in a continuous improvement
phase. Finally, the IT infrastructure organization provides the
underlying infrastructure layer, such as network and databases.
As the center for operating and supporting customer solutions
across organizational boundaries, the mission control center
plays a key role in managing and operating the solution environment. SAP Solution Manager supports collaboration
between the teams by providing a single source of information
and a clear definition of end-to-end processes. This is even
more important considering the trend to out-task and
outsource IT services.
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From Customization to “Application Breakouts”
While the usage of standard applications has been the primary
imperative, history shows that customers have always extended
the standard application for various reasons, such as to provide additional functionality. The primary role of a customer
development organization, therefore, was largely concerned
with adapting and enhancing the standard application package
of the company.
Within the last years, several trends and factors have further
justified customer development and even contributed to
increasing these efforts:
•• Speed of standard development – By definition, standard
development follows a timeline of releasing functionality
to the customer base. To bridge the gap between changing
requirements and standard application delivery, companies
often develop missing functionality with the intent to replace
it later with standard functions, once available. In the past,
this has been the top use case for customer development.
•• User experience – The rich set of standard application functionality almost never fits the specific needs of a customer’s
business without adaptation. In particular, standard UIs are
often considered too complex and unusable by the majority
of target end users. Such UIs are difficult to learn, involving
cumbersome interactions with many screens and transactional steps. Today, end users expect the same level of usability
that they experience with the variety of products they use in
their personal lives. As a result, most business users demand
simple, intuitive, tailored applications with equally simple
and appealing UIs from their IT organization.
A Development Approach for User-Centric Applications
©2012 SAP AG. All rights reserved.

Goals and user requirements inform
the user experience, value proposition,
and process flow in the design of a
new application.

•• Casual use and employee fluctuation – There is a strong
demand for simple UIs that can be learned quickly. Casual
business users cannot spend the time to understand completely all the functions an application provides. Instead,
they prefer context-driven guidance, with work centers, work
lists, and guided procedures serving as key use patterns.
•• Increased mobility – Mobile technologies enable completely
new business scenarios, adding the element of interacting
with back-end applications from a new set of devices anytime, anywhere. This trend introduces not only a new set
of implementation options but also key requirements for
connectivity, security, and the entire user interaction with
a mobile device. The demand is huge for simple applications
that present key information simply as well as for simple
use patterns for workflow and decision making.
•• Virtualization of services – The need for integrating external
services rapidly evolves from IT and LoBs that utilize serviceprovider offerings. IT departments are facing hybrid scenarios
where new applications are implemented as a service rather
than deployed and operated in-house. The LoB, often under
pressure and needing newer functions, considers cloudbased services as a rapid approach for realization. However,
there is need for integration, which, in turn, may result in
significant development efforts.
•• New data qualities – Perhaps the most profound trend is
the shift to in-memory computing technologies supporting
the notion of real-time data. Everyone who has seen a business function complete in seconds compared to hours or
even days immediately understands the impact and disruptive nature of accessing business intelligence information
in real time.
To address the increased focus on people productivity and
casual users, SAP AGS has established a user experience and
productivity optimization service within SAP MaxAttention.
The service helps customer development organizations analyze usability problems and augment desktop applications with
solutions that provide alternative access to data and support
usages beyond the desktop. The more closely applications reflect
the work practices of knowledge workers, the more design will
be driven by people-centric requirements rather than only by
business requirements. In such cases, the concept of usability
is extended to the concept of improving the user’s experience
as well as the user’s experience of the product. This anticipates
fitting the solution holistically to the work practice of users
and optimizing it during the design process.

A Development Approach for User-Centric Applications
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SAP continuously invests in improving the usability of the
standard application UIs as well by decoupling business content from the technical container in which the content is
delivered to the user. With technologies like SAP NetWeaver
Gateway and SAP Mobile Platform, it is now possible to consume business content in various ways, including third-party
frameworks like Microsoft SharePoint or the latest mobile front
ends and delivery channels. In certain situations, where services
must be deployed to a large number of employees or where
professional productivity must be improved in strategically
important areas, standard solutions can be extended by
custom solutions. These custom solutions expose the same
content in the form of alternative applications running on a
different channel or UI stack.
Such projects make relevant business information and services
accessible not only in new channels but also in different forms.
Instead of customizing an existing screen within a large application suite, a functional bundle can be packaged as a standalone application that serves a specific purpose and has a clear
meaning to the user. These lightweight applications require a
careful analysis of the users’ requirements since simplification
and stripping down features are possible only when the work
practice is well understood.
With all these new trends and factors, such “breakouts” will
become more common. Therefore, the approach to custom
breakouts needs to be well defined and built into IT practices.
Maintaining and operating a stable core are augmented by
a more volatile arena of different consumption scenarios and
hybrid cloud solutions. Customers have made an enormous
investment in standard SAP applications by adapting and
enhancing them to their individual needs in a more traditional
custom development approach. This investment will not go
away. Customers will continue to adapt and enhance SAP
applications. They will also continue to identify opportunities
to simplify and benefit from standard functionality that is
available today.
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Taking Advantage of New Technologies and Best Practices

The Environment for Best-Built Applications
What makes a best-built application environment? First, the
term does not imply that anything done so far is inferior. A
best-built application environment takes advantage of the new
technologies and best practices already discussed in this
paper. There are many recurring themes not only for answering
the challenges outlined in the introduction of this paper but
also for creating new opportunities. This section discusses
the themes and patterns found in current projects.

When enabling a new scenario, you have to consider that the
same content may be consumed on different devices in different contexts. Ideally, technology and content modeling are
reused across channels, but the user experience must often
be matched to the native experience of a device and the different
contexts of use. You need to make decisions about exploiting
platform-specific behavior, such as gestures, and managing
different factors of form.

Figure 2 shows the overall structure that illustrates the key
elements of today’s application environment. Not all of the
components and methods need to be present all the time.

When enabling multiple consumption channels, you need
a simple way to access the back end. Access to the back end
does not require development in the back end but can be
accomplished through modeling and configuration settings.
For example, accessing data items from SAP Business Suite
software should be a matter of access control and data modeling rather than the addition of more functions. Adding functions
in the back end implies a development project that goes through
the complete application lifecycle, from requirements and
development to testing and deployment. A timeline for such
a project would also be involved. Clearly, a flexible gateway to
the back end is a key building block for a best-built application.

Starting at the top, creating better end-user experiences is an
overarching goal and motivation for engaging in a development
project. Different factors drive this motivation. From a development perspective, there are the immediate questions regarding
which platforms and channels will extend the overall application landscape to support new consumption scenarios. Mobile
devices may imply a new development environment, a new
platform, and new processes to manage these devices.

Figure 2: Key Building Blocks of Today’s Application Environment
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Service enablement for the cloud in this context refers to the
ability to connect a front-end application to the back end using
standard Web technologies. Independent of the device, there
are recurring workspace patterns on how to enable business
users to effectively manage their work. These are listed below:
•• Work list – A work list is a list of tasks or items a user must
interact with. Items might be a workflow decision, a task to
perform, or an alert to respond to. A work list is more useful
if the individual user can personalize it, sort it, and search
through it. Like all other elements, the work list is subject to
the key idea of a user context established at logon time. Each
time an individual logs on, the personalized environment
and work list is established.
•• Guided procedure – A guided procedure, another recurring
pattern, helps the individual execute tasks by providing guidance on how to perform an activity. A typical design provides
a short description of what the activity is about and a stepby-step approach to performing the activity. With this simple
pattern, many activities that normally require training or are
subject to user error become more structured and easier
to perform. Experts in dedicated authoring environments
can develop content that offers a repeatable and consistent
user experience. Logging guided procedures makes them
available for regulatory auditing.
•• Analytics – Virtually all business users require simple and
intuitive analytical functionality to fulfill their responsibilities.
Depending on a user’s information needs, this can be as
simple as providing the status of pending and completed
tasks or as complex as showing sales pipeline data for different regions. Such tracking of performance or quality key
figures is often presented in analytical dashboards that can
be personalized by users to reflect their specific interest
and priorities in monitoring information. If exploratory investigation is a requirement, ad hoc reporting tools can be
employed by users to navigate within data sets and create
the data views they need.

While the elements outlined above appear simple and obvious,
their combination provides a powerful structure on which to
build a new application with a short lead time from inception
to deployment. With such patterns in place, guided procedures
can be developed by modeling the specific content while reusing the general pattern and content enablement methods.
Such user interaction patterns interact with the underlying
systems via gateway services that expose the content and
functions necessary to build the user interaction scenarios.
SAP offers engineering services and road maps in SAP Solution
Manager to help with these steps in a project.
Below the application layer is the database layer. Current platform
architectures, which separate the transactional database and
data warehouses, require special efforts to maintain both and
keep them in sync. SAP HANA aims to combine those databases into one database, creating a “single source of truth”
with minimal redundant data. A common data layer reduces
the amount of copied and aggregated data and enables “real”
real-time behavior. SAP HANA also optimizes speed with
in-memory technology and highly efficient data schemas to
support different data qualities and usages, such as transactional, analytical, and planning for structured and unstructured
data.
With the SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse (SAP NetWeaver
BW) application running on SAP HANA, it is possible to build
custom applications with a development kit for the ABAP®
programming language and Java programming language. SAP
HANA makes it possible to move data-intensive operations
into the in-memory database layer. In addition to a vertically
integrated technology stack, SAP also ships integrated development workbenches to build the data foundation for these
applications. Services and road maps are available to your
development organization for setting up the development
platform. They also provide detailed, on-the-job training for
the different development workbenches.

To address the increased focus on people productivity
and casual users, the SAP MaxAttention team has
established a user experience and productivity optimization
service to help customer development organizations
analyze usability problems.

A Development Approach for User-Centric Applications
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Building Compelling Applications That Optimize Productivity

User Experience
With the emergence of small mobile apps and access to simple
Web applications that are quick to adapt, employees have high
expectations regarding intuitive UIs and easy-to-understand
functionality. Employees expect the same user experience with
the products and services they use at work as they have with
the digital products they use in their personal life. Design
trends and latest UI technology are changing so quickly that it
is difficult for a business suite to keep pace that is optimized
for enterprise readiness and follows slower on-premise
deployment cycles.
For that reason, SAP has made major investments over recent
years to enable alternative consumption channels for business
data that provide adequate development support for building
UIs on various devices to attract the casual business user. With
the SAP HANA platform and SAP BusinessObjects™ business
intelligence (BI) solutions, SAP provides a platform and tool set
to build compelling experiences for navigating and analyzing
data. With SAP NetWeaver Gateway, business content can be
integrated into mobile applications or Microsoft SharePoint
to build ERP functionality into the tool sets with which
information workers are familiar.
Technology is not alone in forcing us to rethink the way we
build business applications. The increased demand for supporting knowledge-intensive work and collaboration requires
different application paradigms that empower users to select
their own content and drive actions at their own discretion.
An example of such adaptable work environments is the SAP
StreamWork® application, which provides on-demand situational workspaces that can be shared with multiple contributors. Other examples are the ad hoc reporting tools of SAP
BusinessObjects BI solutions, which enable end users to create
their own data views and dashboards.

In contrast to situational workspaces, work centers give user
access to functions and information based on their ongoing
responsibilities or roles. Work centers can help employees
monitor the business with analytical dashboards and feed
notifications, process work items organized as work lists, and
access their professional work tools. Repetitive work practices
can be captured as guided procedures and automated as
workflows.
The source of employee productivity is not just simplicity or
an enjoyable user experience; it also involves matching the user
experience with the requirements and work style of the user.
SAP professional business applications are still the industry
benchmark for highly scalable, consistent software that enables
employees to contribute to and participate in processes that
run the business. The UIs of these applications closely reflect
the data and workflow modeled in the back end and help
ensure high data quality and consistency.
For building software applications into knowledge-intensive
work environments, this design motivation is inverted. Content
must be decoupled from the back end and made available in a
way that is closer to the user’s actual work practice and needs.
This requires repackaging the same content for delivery on
different channels and in smaller, more purposed chunks of
functionality, which can often be determined only in an actual
user context.

The guided procedure helps the individual execute tasks
by providing guidance on the “how” of an activity. A typical
design provides a short description of what the activity
is about and a step-by-step (guided) approach to perform
the activity.
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Productivity Optimization Driven by User
Experience
To help our customers understand such options and analyze
the root cause of usability complaints, we created a service to
provide guidance in analyzing and resolving user experience
issues (see Figure 3). Given the many options of approaching
a user experience problem, our new offering helps you understand the problem and develop an appropriate action plan.
However, whether you want to undertake a new development
project or improve a current suboptimal situation, your development organization should apply user-centric design principles and build usability engineering methodologies into its
development projects. To support you in these endeavors, 
SAP offers this user experience–driven productivity optimization service, delivered as part of the SAP Rapid Prototyping
services by SAP AGS.
Initial Problem Discovery and Understanding
As a prerequisite, we need an accurate understanding of the
issues your users are experiencing. This includes a thorough
understanding of the nature of these issues and their root
causes, such as UI usability, software functionality, business
process, technical infrastructure, or knowledge and skills.
This occurs in the discovery and scoping phase of this service.

 lternative front ends, are the way to go. To help you make
a
an informed decision on what action to choose, we offer a
360-degree root cause analysis that also reveals opportunities
available to improve the user experience.
360-Degree Context Analysis
In the analysis and definition phase, we conduct stakeholder
interviews to learn about needs and expectations from all participants. Typically, this involves a two-day on-site visit during
which we discuss the topic in depth with the IT organization
and interview users at their workplace to learn more about
their actual work practice. Based on these results, we make
recommendations on how to approach the project.
Solution Design
Final realization and measurement represents the implemen
tation phase of the optimization service. The activities include:
•• Adjusting the standard UIs to better match the requirements
•• Modifying workflow and the back end to better reflect work
practices and responsibilities
•• Augmenting the standard application with small utilities
specialized for a single use case
•• Enabling new channels, such as native mobile or HTML5
•• Building advanced data visualization and analytical tools
•• Integrating content with established productivity or collaboration front ends, such as Microsoft SharePoint and SAP
StreamWork

In many cases, just catching up with the latest standard
supported by SAP may already help to improve usability of
standard applications. However, in other cases, more radical
breakouts, such as enabling mobile channels or integrating

Figure 3: User Experience–Driven Productivity Optimization Service
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Delivering Solutions Quickly and in Shorter Development Cycles

SAP NetWeaver Gateway – A Unifying
Consumption Layer
Goals and user requirements inform the user experience,
value proposition, and process flow in the design of a new
application. However, a key question to ask early on is how
to implement rapidly with minimal disruption to the existing
back-end landscape. You can use SAP NetWeaver Gateway
to establish a “docking point” where you can realize new
scenarios, which shields the back-end landscape from impact.
The gateway plays a fundamental role in service enablement
for existing back-end data and functionality (introduced in
the section “The Environment for Best-Built Applications”).
Recently developed infrastructure components may offer
individual means to opening the closed shop of encapsulated
data and services. Nevertheless, one of the basic lessons
learned is that a flexible, all-encompassing service enablement
is key to providing the required access.
Based as it is on market standards, SAP NetWeaver Gateway
technology provides a straightforward way to interact with 
SAP applications through a variety of devices, environments,
and platforms. The technology supports the development
of innovative, people-centric solutions that bring the power
of SAP business software to new user experiences, such
as social networking and collaboration environments, mobile
and tablet devices, and Internet applications.
The technology supports rapid innovation while providing
security, integrity, management, and optimized maintenance
of core SAP software. Completely flexible, SAP NetWeaver
Gateway offers connectivity to SAP applications using any
programming language or model. Because it leverages representational state transfer (REST) services and open data
(OData) and Atom protocols, no knowledge of the underlying
SAP software is required.
For developers, this opens the door for using the development
tools of their choice to create highly innovative applications
connecting to SAP software. Without having to acquire knowledge of SAP software, developers can deliver applications
that run as interactive desktop and Web experiences within
social environments and run on mobile devices and tablets
that connect to SAP software.
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The resulting software has the following characteristics:
•• Open to any device, any experience, and any platform
•• Optimized for user experience
•• Timeless and not disruptive to any specific release of
SAP Business Suite
•• Easy for developers working with simple application
programming interfaces (APIs) who have no knowledge
of SAP software and no special tools
•• Based on standards such as REST and protocols such
as Atom and OData
Designed as a development framework, SAP NetWeaver
Gateway enables you to deliver solutions quickly and in shorter
development cycles. This decreases development effort and
cost. Content-enabling includes the modeling of user-facing
metadata. The metadata can be reused across different client
environments.
The key benefits of the development framework are:
•• Enabling customers and partners to extend their business
to any device or platform, including mobile devices; collaboration, social network, and groupware integration platforms;
and portals
•• Allowing customers, partners, and SAP developers to add
value on top of existing SAP software
•• Facilitating the agile development and deployment of
lightweight apps
•• Providing easy-to-use functionality based on standards
tailored to the needs of end users
•• Extending the reach of processes and compliance
•• Reducing TCO through standardized and timeless interfaces
•• Decoupling the lifecycle of consumer apps from the backend SAP software
The key enabling technology for these benefits is the open and
lean OData protocol with annotations. SAP NetWeaver Gateway
also provides modeling tools to create tailored public solution
models in a declarative way. This public model can be consumed by the widest variety of Web and mobile clients. To
leverage existing interfaces, access to existing back-end SAP
functionality supports formats such as enterprise service,
remote function call (RFC), and the BAPI® programming interface. With this feature set, SAP NetWeaver Gateway will become
the one-stop shop for service definition and consumption.
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Supported by SAP Solution Manager,
collaboration between teams takes
place using a single source of information
and a clear definition of end-to-end
processes.

Architecture Overview

 onnectivity abstracts from such protocol specifics by means of a
c
system alias, which can be configured by the system administrator
to point to the desired RFC or Web service destination.

Figure 4 provides a high-level overview of the SAP NetWeaver
architecture.
SAP NetWeaver Gateway consumers are any UI-centric clients
that consume OData protocol–compliant resources that are
exposed by SAP NetWeaver Gateway with additional data
annotations from SAP software. This includes groupware applications, mobile applications, development environments, and
Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. A UI-centric client could also
access SAP NetWeaver Gateway indirectly via additional infrastructure components such as Web or groupware servers.
The core technology components of SAP NetWeaver 
Gateway include several central components, such as
runtime components and the metadata infrastructure.
Data provisioning implementations that use SAP NetWeaver
Gateway as a hub usually need to access SAP Business Suite
software via either RFC or Web services. Content-provider

SAP NetWeaver Gateway offers a design-time tool based on the
SE80 transaction that supports the generation of SAP NetWeaver
Gateway services following a top-down approach. Based on existing
objects, such as RFC function modules, business objects reposi
tory (BOR) objects, or screens created in the Web Dynpro development environment, it is possible to generate SAP NetWeaver
Gateway services without writing a single line of code.
The add-on for back-end enablement and event publishing
(the software component IW_BEP) is needed when business
events from the back end are being pushed to SAP NetWeaver
Gateway. In SAP NetWeaver Gateway, the events are translated
into OData protocol. This produces SAP software–compliant
notifications that are forwarded to the respective consumer
agents. This add-on is also needed for scenarios that are based
on the OData channel, where the implementation is performed
close to the actual business data in the back end.

Figure 4: Architecture of SAP NetWeaver Gateway Technology
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Providing Tools That Help You Meet the Needs of Today’s Mobile Workforce

Mobile Technology
Individuals and businesses develop mobile applications for the
specific needs of a wide range of user groups. These groups include service workers who use ruggedized devices for industryspecific applications, consultants who track time and expenses
on mobile devices, and office workers who request management approval for vacations. In addition to mobile scenarios,
SAP Mobile Platform supports cross-industry applications,
such as customer relationship management, HR, supply chain
management, BI, and product lifecycle management. It also
supports industry-specific applications tailored for industries
as diverse as financial services, life sciences, and utilities.
A mobile solution falls into one of two archetypical use cases:
•• Enterprise Mobility – Enable business users to access
information and perform small tasks while they are away
from the office
•• Mobile work – Enable users to perform core tasks that
must be carried out at a specific location, such as direct
store delivery, in-store shelf replenishment, warehouse item
movements, exception handling on the shop floor, or asset
maintenance
These use cases represent two broad categories of mobile
solutions that differ significantly in functional and nonfunc
tional requirements. However, both must support:
•• Secure onboard processes to bring mobile devices into
the enterprise landscape
•• Device, data, and transport security

•• Troubleshooting of error conditions with supportability
tool sets
•• Remote device management
A Typical Mobile Technology Stack
A typical mobile technology stack consists of several components, which are outlined in detail below.
A decoupling layer, which is provided by SAP NetWeaver
Gateway as outlined above, enables back-end applications to
export their services. The back-end applications may need to
include special components (add-ons) to implement functions
not available through the standard application implementation.
The next layer is the “unwired” platform, which is the entry point
for mobile applications to the back-end services. This layer not
only processes the functional access but also manages the
connectivity aspects such as connection methods, security,
and device-specific adaptation.
The mobile application consists of at least two conceptual
layers. The first layer centers on the application itself. The
second provides foundational services, such as connectivity
and local context persistence.
Parallel to this stack is the end-to-end management platform
for the application, the deployment, and the device management platform.

Figure 5: Overview of SAP Mobile Platform
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The source of employee productivity is
not just simplicity or an enjoyable user
experience; it also involves matching the
user experience with the requirements
and work style of users.

SAP Mobile Platform
The primary value proposition of SAP Mobile Platform is serving
as an information bridge between user devices and enterprise
data secured behind the corporate firewall or hosted in a cloud
infrastructure. The platform, also known as mobile middleware,
includes a range of components that are hosted within the
enterprise and on the device, as shown in Figure 5.
These platform technologies are hosted under a common
design, runtime, and management infrastructure that provides:
•• Connectivity to multiple types of client devices and mobile
operating systems
•• Support for native, client, object-based APIs based on the
device platform language
•• Support for mobile Web-based clients within a secure
enterprise sandbox
•• Eclipse-based visual development tools for building mobile
data services and generating device-side data persistence
APIs
•• Enterprise mobilization architecture that uses standard
and proprietary interfaces to support a variety of enterprise
data resources
•• End-to-end pluggable security that extends from the
enterprise to the devices
•• Support for mobile users who are either occasionally
connected or work entirely online
•• Push notifications that alert clients to refresh their mobile
view of data
•• Unified platform administration and monitoring

Network Topology
Most components in the SAP Mobile Platform architecture are
installed alongside other corporate assets. An externally facing
mobile data channel, the relay server, is installed between the
external and the internal firewalls (see Figure 6).
The relay server runs as a plug-in to either an Apache Web
server or a Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS). The
relay server is a single point of contact for devices and is
a specialized reverse proxy that avoids opening inbound ports
in the firewall to the SAP Mobile Platform server.
A relay server outbound enabler opens a bidirectional com
munication channel from inside the firewall outward to the
relay server. This communication channel allows devices
to communicate with the server of SAP Mobile Platform over
one of several ports, depending on the specific purpose and
technology.
These connectivity services include facilities for the following
principle device-to-server transport technologies:
•• Secure mobile messaging channel for reliable data transport
and server-side notifications
•• Sybase MobiLink™ technology for efficient bulk data
replication
These ports can be configured during installation or from
within Sybase Control Center.

Figure 6: Role of the Relay Server in the Network
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With the release of Sybase® Unwired Platform 2.1 (now part of
SAP Mobile Platform), the platform-specific notification facilities
provided by device manufacturers do not conform to the relay
server semantics. Therefore, your IT department must allocate
an outbound port, for example, for Apple Push Notification
Service (APNS) and for Blackberry Enterprise Server (BES).
Developing Mobile Applications
SAP Mobile Platform allows you to build mobile applications
using one of the following approaches:
•• Hybrid Web container applications
–– Simple cross-platform request, reply, or lookup
–– Mobile workflow enablement
•• Native applications using synchronization
–– Result-set cache synchronization in an SAP Mobile
Platform stand-alone mode
–– Data consolidation and distribution with the data orchestration engine of the SAP NetWeaver Mobile component
•• Native applications using the OData software development
kit (SDK) for SAP Mobile Platform
–– Simple, device-specific request, reply, or lookup
–– With rich UI

The purpose and function of the major application pillars
shown in Figure 7 are discussed in more detail later in “SDK
Development: Hybrid Web Container” and “SDK Development:
OData Applications,” along with the major technology com
ponents that support them.
Basic Development and Deployment Process
In cases where a model is developed specifically for SAP
Mobile Platform, the developer starts building an application
using Eclipse-based tools. These tools are employed to discover
assets of enterprise data sources and to tailor the mobile interaction pattern (which usually involves selecting data subsets)
for mobilization. As shown in Figure 8, the most significant
model artifacts are:
•• Mobile business objects (MBOs), which describe the
interaction with the back-end data
•• Device-side data representation
An MBO is a middleware object that describes mobile data and
operations performed on that data. Operations performed on
an MBO are typically record related, but they can also be operations that are invoked directly against the back end. Changes
made to MBO data on the device are reflected in the back end.

Figure 7: Technologies That Support the Development of Mobile Applications
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Figure 8: Model Artifacts

deployment-specific. The result of this design activity is a package that can be deployed, via tools, to SAP Mobile Platform.
There, artifacts are generated for storing and forwarding messages between server and device (see Figure 9). In effect, the
deployment tool automatically generates MBO constructs for
DOE communication.
Once a mobile package is available, the developer can generate
device-side artifacts that form the basis of mobile application
interactions with the services and data of SAP Mobile Platform.
One or more packages can be used within a single application.
The package version information is embedded in the deviceside artifacts. This information matches the device application
with the correct runtime version on the server. The specific
development details of different application types vary; see
the developer-specific guides in the Sybase information center
for more information.

Back-end changes are communicated to the user when the
middleware notifies the device of an update and subsequently
updates the MBO data on the device.
Using Eclipse tools and the MBO model, a developer creates
a package containing one or more MBOs that can be deployed
to the server runtime environment. Each package is assigned
a version that is associated with the specific runtime artifacts
generated by the deployment architecture.
When using the data orchestration engine (DOE) for commu
nication with the back end, the developer starts by describing
the back-end interaction and the application content model
within the DOE tool. The application content model includes
mobile entities, called data objects, that are reusable across
applications and distribution models that are application- or

SAP Mobile Platform also supports OData as a back-end
resource. OData is a resource-based Web protocol for 
querying and updating data. OData is owned by Microsoft.
Microsoft released OData under the 2006 Open Specification
Promise, allowing anyone to interoperate freely with OData
implementations.
Where an OData source is used as the back end, the application developer does not need to create any model elements
(MBOs) in the tool, but rather it inherits a service model from
the service document published from the back end (as in SAP
NetWeaver Gateway). These OData service documents contain
all the information the device developer needs to parse and
interact with these data streams.
Device Services
As an information bridge between the enterprise back end
and the end-user device, SAP Mobile Platform provides several
key features that make developing applications much easier
and more secure. Moving data securely and efficiently is one

Figure 9: Development Workflow for SAP Mobile Platform
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Today the question is how to embed
applications into the context of casual
users and make those users successful
in their respective business activities
while keeping investments in learning
how to use the application to a minimum.

of the key value propositions of the platform. SAP Mobile
Platform uses proprietary technologies to provide the best
quality of service with regard to efficiency and integration
with the data store.
There are two types of device application: hybrid Web container
and native applications. The device stack supports a messaging
protocol for devices built on the hybrid Web container, and SAP
Mobile Platform – in combination with the data orchestration
engine of SAP NetWeaver Mobile – supports native device
applications with rule distribution. Native applications built
without DOE utilize Sybase MobiLink technology to replicate
data to the Sybase UltraLite® database.
Security Services
SAP Mobile Platform provides pluggable, common security
infrastructure (CSI) features for authentication, authorization,
and auditing. Users can authenticate against an array of author
ities, including lightweight directory access protocol (LDAP)
and the Active Directory service from Microsoft. Secure connections can also be established with the secure sockets layer
(SSL) protocol between the device and replication channel.
Device databases may also be encrypted with a user-supplied
key.
Security features are embedded into the SDK to support
secure certificate storage. Authentication can be performed
using single sign-on (SSO), X.509, SSO2 logon ticket, and other
features related to database encryption. There are APIs for the
certificate store, logon certificates, and the data vault. Each
device application type uses the same set of security features.
Messaging Services
The workflow architecture, hybrid Web applications, DOE,
OData SDK, and notification mechanism leverage a proprietary
message transport to move data between device and server.
The messaging transport is based on the HTTP protocol. The
messaging protocol that is layered over HTTP provides quality
of service for compression, encryption, and asynchronous
messaging for guaranteed delivery.
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Messaging may be synchronous or asynchronous. However,
only asynchronous messaging provides guaranteed delivery
between the device and the enterprise back end. In-transit
asynchronous messages are stored in consolidated database
queues; on the server and on the device, they reside in the
device database until processed by the mobile application
infrastructure layers. Messages are encrypted on the device
and in transit.
SDK Development: Hybrid Web Container
The hybrid Web container of SAP Mobile Platform bridges
the deficiencies of today’s mobile Web browsers with the power
of device operating system services, such as geolocation and
acceleration sensor. This paradigm enables developers to build
rich applications using Web technologies and add functionality
similar to what is available in today’s native applications. SAP
Mobile Platform includes a completely rewritten version of the
client-side container technology. Earlier versions of this technology were based on proprietary, client-side application definitions via XML and rendered the native application interface
within the container.
Typical use cases for hybrid Web container technology include
mobile workflows and lightweight applications and other cases
that include these characteristics:
•• Low data volume
•• Simple user experience
•• No long-lasting, offline, stateful transactions
•• Simple business logic
SDK Development: OData Applications
SAP NetWeaver Gateway exposes OData with extensions
specific to SAP applications. SAP Mobile Platform incorporates
facilities for publishing service documents and allowing users
to interact with the runtime software of SAP NetWeaver
Gateway, which then interacts with SAP applications. SAP
Mobile Platform provides administrative facilities for discovering OData service documents and for allowing devices to
communicate with enterprise services.
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Normal device onboarding and security facilities of SAP
Mobile Platform are used when communicating to OData
sources. Devices can be whitelisted administratively or
registered automatically with the SAP Mobile Platform
server based onauthentication with a security domain.
As with other messaging facilities, monitoring and logging
of messages is managed through the management console
of Sybase Control Center.
Instrumentation
Instrumentation is the capacity of an application to report
events about the flow of data and exceptions to a management
platform for the purposes of analysis, monitoring, and general
reporting. Instrumenting an application can be done externally
through tools that deploy code sections for this purpose in
an application object or internally through explicit invocation
of instrumentation layer functions.
Typical examples are already available for an end-to-end
tracing facility, namely, user experience monitoring. Any newly
developed application should build calls to the instrumentation
layer directly into the software. SAP Solution Manager has a
long history of supporting application instrumentation. With
support package 4 for SAP Solution Manager 7.1, mobile
applications can be instrumented as well.
Mobile Application Distribution
Mobile applications generally consist of components that are
distributed in the back-end system landscape and in the frontend mobile application itself. A typical mobile application has
two key parts. The first part is the back-end stack, which consists of the back-end application, specific functions to support
a mobile process, a gateway component, and SAP Mobile
Platform. The second part is the mobile application itself, with
a foundation layer and the actual application component. For
a smooth deployment, you need to take into account the interdependencies among all components being implemented.

This dimension is not new. Even before the advent of mobile
applications, managing component-version dependencies and
their implication for deployment was one of the critical success
factors of a well-managed solution landscape. Change control,
as supported by SAP Solution Manager, for example, plays
an increasingly important role.
For the first mobile application, the back-end stack and the
mobile application are delivered together with all versions
aligned. The second mobile application will be compared
against the back-end application stack for compatibility. While
the distribution on the back end takes place with established
transport system methods, the mobile application introduces
two additional elements. The first area is where the mobile
application can be downloaded to the mobile device. The
second area, loosely speaking, is a store-like place where
users can browse, inspect, compare, and learn about the
dependencies before actually downloading the application.
A good example of this type of setup is SAP Store, which
is where SAP delivers mobile apps.
Mobile Device Management
The SAP Afaria® mobile device management solution deploys
device applications, configures those applications, and helps
manage and secure enterprise data on devices. SAP Afaria
interacts with the device platform’s local management facilities
on the device to enforce enterprise policies. For some platforms,
SAP Afaria also offers an enterprise application store as an
alternative to consumer-facing facilities.

SAP has made major investments over the recent years to
enable alternative consumption channels for business data
that provide adequate development support for building
UIs on various devices to attract the casual business user.
A Development Approach for User-Centric Applications
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Delivering Unprecedented Speed and Enabling Development of New Types of Applications

In-Memory Technology
In-memory technology and SAP HANA provide customers
with a new integration layer for their business applications
and with a degree and scale of real-time integration that have
not been possible before. The integration layer – mentioned
in the section “The Environment for Best-Built Applications” –
accommodates all of a customer’s business applications and
enables the building of customer-specific solutions. In-memory
applications are developed and delivered on a memory-based
data management layer for transactional business applications,
planning, data warehousing, and BI tools. The new in-memory
database layer helps make applications run significantly faster
and also enables entirely new types of applications that our
customers could not run in the past.
SAP’s in-memory strategy relies on SAP HANA as the basis for
the next-generation application platform to deliver analytics,
planning, and transactional applications. SAP’s overall product
strategy for in-memory technology has three aspects:
•• In-memory analytics for flexible, real-time analysis of
operations at a nonaggregated level
•• Next-generation applications for real-time operational
planning, simulation, and forecasting, such as SAP NetWeaver
Business Warehouse running on SAP HANA
•• One store for data and analytics – such as SAP Business
Suite applications optimized for in-memory computing –
to reduce landscape complexity and transform the value
chain
The SAP HANA platform follows all standards and methodologies to help ensure the availability, performance, upgradability,
and scalability of SAP solutions. The platform also helps ensure
that extensions to SAP solutions conform to the standards
SAP supports so that the custom code can be supported and
upgraded as easily as a standard SAP solution. SAP HANA provides you with all components, methodologies, and standards
to build and operate your solution extensions and innovations.
Along with the entire technology stack, these components
include built-in tools and development environments, which
you can leverage to add company-specific data models, application logic and coding, or entire components. In fact, these
tools and development environments are the same ones used
by SAP for standard product development.
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In-Memory-Based Enterprise Data Warehouse
With SAP NetWeaver BW 7.3, SAP ships a complete in-memoryenabled enterprise data warehouse solution on top of SAP
HANA. This release is an integrated engine for data management and in-memory processing of analytical functionality.
The first implementation step is a pure database conversion
and requires no reimplementation of application functionality.
The major benefit of this first step is that it merges into one
instance a transactional database and SAP NetWeaver BW
Accelerator software, resulting in:
•• Simplified administration using one set of tools for administrative tasks such as data recovery and high availability
•• Column-based storage with a high compression rate and
significantly less data to be materialized
•• Reduced materialized layers, making information cubes
obsolete as an aggregation layer on top of the extended 
data warehouse layers
•• Improved load performance for data store objects (DSOs)
thanks to a built-in DSO activation process
•• Excellent query performance as shown with SAP NetWeaver
BW Accelerator
•• No special efforts needed to deliver fast reporting on any
database objects
•• Accelerated in-memory planning functions
•• No disruption of existing deployments because conversion
occurs without reimplementation
However, in a second implementation step, the complete,
in-memory-enabled, enterprise data warehouse solution can
further reduce materialized layers with SAP HANA and simplify
modeling data in SAP NetWeaver BW, which typically involves
data staging and modeling the layers of a data warehouse.
SAP HANA eliminates aggregates (such as SAP NetWeaver
BW Accelerator), physical information cubes (in most cases),
loading and update times, and invalidation activities of redundant data. SAP HANA achieves this with logical or semantic
views, the ability to change data structures, and a reduction
in latency.
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Individuals and businesses develop
mobile applications for specific needs
of user groups ranging from service
workers and consultants to office
workers.

SAP HANA Database Development

General Principles of Performance

Conceptually, the SAP HANA database is about increasing
execution speed of database queries via the use of in-memory
data storage and increasing the speed of application development. With the SAP HANA database, queries can be executed
rapidly and in parallel. This means that complex coding techniques, such as precalculation of values (materialized aggregates), that were required by traditional databases to maintain
performance are no longer needed.

•• Avoid transferring data of large results sets between the SAP HANA®
database and the c
 lient, for example, by HAVING, TOP, or LIMIT
–– Do calculation after aggregation
–– Avoid complex expressions such as IF and CASE
•• Reduce data transfer between the calculation, OLAP, and join engines
•• Aggregate data records, for example, using GROUP BY or reducing
columns
•• Perform join on key columns or indexed columns
•• Avoid calculations before aggregation on line-item level
•• Filter data amount as early as possible in the lower layers, for example,
with CONSTRAINTS or WHERE clauses

A key reason is that the SAP HANA database queries huge data
sets in real time. When the developmental complexity of dealing effectively with large data sets in environments not based
on SAP HANA is removed, applications can be created and
modified in a straightforward and clear manner, thus enabling
faster development times.

The suite consists of the following areas and related solutions
that address key business concerns:
Area

Solution

Business Task

Real-Time Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL)

Search and
explore

SAP BusinessObjects
Explorer® software

Find immediate
answers to business
questions and further
explore the results

Analysis

SAP® BusinessObjects™
Analysis software,
editions for Microsoft
Office and OLAP

Determine trends
from complex his
torical data and make
better forecasts

Interactive
reporting

SAP BusinessObjects
Web Intelligence®
software

Create and edit
reports easily and
share them with
colleagues

Dashboards
and visualizations

SAP BusinessObjects
Dashboards software

Visualize data for
better decision
making

Reporting

SAP Crystal Reports®
family of offerings

Access and transform
corporate data into
skillfully formatted
reports for greater
insight

The trigger-based replication method uses the replication
server component of SAP Landscape Transformation software
to pass data from the source system to the SAP HANA database target system. SAP Landscape Transformation can transform data by applying a series of rules or functions when the
data is extracted from the source to derive the data for loading
into SAP HANA. Some data sources require very little or even
no manipulation of data. In other cases, one or more transformations may be required to meet the business and technical
needs of the target database.
SAP BusinessObjects BI Suite
The SAP BusinessObjects BI suite provides business users
with access to information through a number of different BI
tools for confident decision making and alignment across
people and teams on a single, scalable BI platform. From the
broad array of applications in SAP BusinessObjects BI 4.x
suite, you need to select the right SAP BusinessObjects BI
client for your use case.
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When starting a BI project on SAP HANA, the first question to
ask is whether you want to access the data in the SAP HANA
database via information models or at the table level. Your
answer determines whether you use the semantic layers
(universes) of SAP BusinessObjects BW Universe Builder
software as the modeling layer or the information models
of SAP HANA (see Figure 10).
When you create information models, you benefit from:
•• Availability to SAP BusinessObjects Analysis,
SAP BusinessObjects Explorer, and Microsoft Excel
•• Reusability in semantic layers
•• SQL Script, L, and R languages for programmatic calculation
view
•• Modeling in the SAP HANA studio
When you create semantic layers, you benefit from:
•• Greater customization of the output for business users
•• Query-time prompts and variables
•• Built-in, multisource technology to federate data from
SAP HANA with data from other sources
•• Modeling in the information design tool
For information about best practices on creating semantic
layers and queries on SAP HANA, go to the
SAP Developer Network site.

Examples of Business Process Acceleration
Side-by-side scenarios are the first potential improvement
step in a road map for in-memory applications. One example
could be using SAP HANA for agile operational analytics, which
involves replicating operational data from SAP Business Suite
applications to memory and giving analytic models immediate
access to the new business content supplied. This example
demonstrates outstanding query performance on operational
data and greater flexibility to create new models or to customize
business content from SAP solutions. Innovation is introduced
in an entirely nondisruptive manner. All existing investments
remain in place, are fully functional, and can be reused.
Another example uses the application accelerator for SAP
HANA. This functionality accelerates reports and transactions
without modifications using the new kernel software of SAP
NetWeaver 7.21. The kernel software provides a switch that
redirects runtime-intensive table selects to the SAP HANA
database instead of to the primary database.
The application accelerator works as follows: Selected tables
are replicated using SAP Landscape Transformation software
in near-real time to the SAP HANA database. For selected
database calls, the select statement is redirected to SAP
HANA. As shown in Figure 11, the following parameters identify
the program context for reading from the SAP HANA database:
tables or database views, main program, and batch job name.

More radical breakouts, such as enabling mobile channels
or integrating alternative front ends, are often the way to
go. To help you decide, we offer a 360-degree root cause
analysis to look into the improvement opportunity for the
user experience.
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Figure 10: Accessing Data in the SAP HANA Database Using Models or Semantic Layers
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Figure 11: Parameters Identifying Program Context for Reading from the SAP HANA Database
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Another example integrates SAP HANA into an existing
system architecture of SAP ERP using SAP CO-PA Accelerator
software. Figure 12 shows the architectural elements of SAP
CO-PA Accelerator in a solution landscape consisting of SAP
ERP, SAP HANA, and the SAP BusinessObjects BI platform.

The enhanced read module within the SAP CO-PA Accelerator
software enables drastic acceleration of existing classical
CO-PA reports within the SAP ERP application, as demonstrated
in a proof-of-concept project from BASF and SAP.

Figure 12: Architecture of Solution Landscape with SAP CO-PA Accelerator Software
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* Only required for reporting on SAP CO-PA Accelerator data via BI clients
** Only required for SAP HANA 1.0 reporting on SAP CO-PA Accelerator data
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Providing Elegant and Intuitive User Experiences

Conclusion
The consumerization of ERP results in growing demand for
an elegant and intuitive user experience. Custom development
within a company’s IT organization is increasing steadily to
address the need for optimizing the usability of business applications. A better user experience is the first and single key
driver for a new set of best-built applications that address the
specific needs of casual users and make professional users
more productive. To provide a better user experience, appli
cations should incorporate the key pillars of user experience,
such as work centers with individualized work lists that contain
notifications and work items, analytical applications to monitor
the status of business, and guided procedures that support
repeatable work practices for the skilled as well as the casual
user.
The development group within the IT organization faces
new challenges of innovating within the consumption layer
without disrupting core business processes. Best-built appli
cations take advantage of new functionalities that must be
orchestrated and managed as one solution.

New consumption channels, such as mobile devices, create
an additional development environment and new practices
that need to be integrated with the enterprise solution landscape. By using the gateway infrastructure to decouple core
applications from best-built applications, you can introduce
new applications rapidly with excellent quality and time to
deployment. In-memory database technology introduces
unprecedented performance gains that are game-changers
in delivering real-time business information. Performance-
critical queries and computation can be realized directly 
in the database to boost performance.
Such optimizations require the integration of all development
and lifecycle management processes with SAP Solution
Manager so that they support the entire technology stack
described

Although recent infrastructure components offer individual
means to open the closed shop of encapsulated data and
services, one of the basic lessons learned is that a flexible,
all-encompassing service enablement is key to provide the
required access.
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Summarizing the Service and Education Offerings

Appendix
Services from the SAP Active Global Support
Organization
Services from the SAP Active Global Support organization
guide customers in effectively using existing functionality and
tools and implementing enhancements in “smart” ways. The
actively embedded support approach by which SAP delivers
all software-related services provides:
•• Training on the job for developing and deploying:
–– Work centers
–– Services using SAP NetWeaver® Gateway technology
–– Mobile applications using SAP Mobile Platform and
services for SAP NetWeaver Gateway based on a
service-oriented architecture (SOA)
•• Development of customer-specific SOA-based services
for SAP NetWeaver Gateway to enable multichannel usage
scenarios
•• Guidance for using SAP Mobile Platform and the SAP Afaria®
mobile device management solution
•• Development of mobile applications
•• Management of devices, data protection, and maintenance
of security
•• Orchestration into end-to-end application lifecycle management, use of the “Run SAP Like a Factory” approach, and
supportability of the orchestrated scenarios

SAP Rapid Prototyping Services
One specific approach to guiding customers through the entire
development and deployment cycle are SAP Rapid Prototyping
services, which are used to prototype customer solutions
based on SAP HANA and SAP Mobile Platform. One focus area
is on prototyping custom-built solutions on a foundation consisting of the SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse component
powered by SAP HANA; SAP Landscape Transformation software; SAP BusinessObjects BI suite; a mobile platform, such
as SAP Mobile Platform or SAP NetWeaver Gateway; and portal
integration.
SAP Rapid Prototyping consists of a specific license agreement and a software-related services package available only
as part of an SAP MaxAttention services agreement or an
SAP ActiveEmbedded services agreement.
Agile Software Engineering Education at SAP
Agile software engineering education offered by SAP contains
training on a set of agile development practices. These development practices have emerged as key success factors for
delivering new software features incrementally, rapidly, and
with good quality. The practices enable companies to keep
delivering new features at a sustainable speed even as project
size or scope increases. The portfolio contains practices such
as test-driven development, test isolation, pair programming,
exploratory testing, and continuous integration as well as the
related tools. These development practices have many proven
benefits, such as increased quality on all levels, better design,
more stable code, less integration and maintenance effort,
and even increased development speed.

Instrumentation is the capability of an application to report
events about the flow of data and exceptions to a management platform for the purposes of analysis, monitoring, and
general reporting.
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Disclaimer
This paper outlines general product information and directions
from mixed product versions and should not be relied on in
making a purchase decision. This paper is not subject to your
license agreement or any other agreement with SAP. SAP has
no obligation to pursue any course of business outlined in this
paper or to develop or release any functionality mentioned.
This paper and SAP’s strategy and possible future developments are subject to change and may be changed by SAP at
any time for any reason without notice. This document is provided without a warranty of any kind, either express or implied,
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